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venerable mere marie de l’incarnation, 1696. first superior of the ursulines of quebec, 1639-72. the jesuit
relations - staticrontopubliclibrary - the jesuit relations and allied documents travels and explorations of
the jesuit missionaries in new france 1610-1791 the original french, latin, and ital jesuit relations
assignment - depaul university - 4) draft of jesuit relations research: this paper will begin to look like a final
draft in that it will contain several sections that will appear in your final paper. #1 letter from father jean de
brébeuf - letter from father jean de brébeuf excerpt from a letter written in 1636 by jesuit jean brebeuf to
reverend mutius vitelleschi, leader of the jesuits in rome. the letter was published in the jesuit relations, an
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seventeenh-centy noh merica ... - the bedford series in hitory and cultue \. (: 1"\ he jesuit relations natives
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seventeenth-century north america - the bedford series in history and culture the jesuit relations natives
and missionaries in seventeenth-century north america edited with an introduction by from the jesuit
relations (1634) document father paul le ... - jeune’s observations of the montagnais indians were
published in the 1634 edition of the jesuit relations, an annual compilation of accounts of jesuit priests in north
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